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AMIR KHAN WILL DEFEND HIS WBA & IBF SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT WORLD TITLES
AGAINST LAMONT PETERSON LIVE ON SKY SPORTS ON DECEMBER 10

FROM WASHINGTON, DC

LONDON (November 10) - Amir "King" Khan will fight on Sky for the first time since he
defeated Marcos "Chino" Maidana in his Las Vegas debut in December last year in a clash that
many in boxing called the "Fight of the Year."

Live coverage of Khan vs. Peterson on December 10 from the Walter E. Washington
Convention Center in Washington, DC, will be the first of three fights featuring Khan to be
shown on Sky Sports, and follows live coverage of the Heavyweight World Title clash between
Wladimir Klitschko and Jean Marc Mormeck from the Esprit Arena in Dusseldorf.

Speaking about the fight Amir Khan said, "I'm delighted to be on Sky Sports. They are
dedicated to broadcasting the biggest fights, so I'm excited about working together again.
Fighting in America can make it difficult for my British fans to see me live in action, but being on
Sky Sports means they can cheer me on and enjoy the fight as it happens from home. I'm
training harder than ever for this fight and I guarantee the fans won't want to miss it!"
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Richard Schaefer, CEO of Golden Boy Promotions (Khan's promoter) said, "We are excited that
Sky Sports is going to be working with Amir Khan again. We look forward to showcasing Amir
in the biggest fights out there and know Sky will be a big support in reaching his extensive
British fan base."

Barney Francis Managing Director of Sky Sports said, "This is great news for Sky subscribers.
We're pleased to welcome Amir back, and delighted to be showing his next three fights on Sky
Sports. Khan vs. Peterson follows a great autumn of boxing on Sky Sports, and this fight will be
part of a great month of boxing on Sky Sports that includes four world title fights and some of
the biggest names in British and world boxing."
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